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(54) TRACKING ERROR DETECTING SYSTEM IN OPTICAL DISK READER
(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide a tracking error (TE) detecting

system in an optical disk reader which detects TE
signals with a high sensitivity during the detection of TE
signals by a push-pull method and prevents the

generation of a direct current offset caused by a

displacement of an objective lens and a tilt of the optical

disk.

CONSTITUTION: TE detecting light sensors (c) and (d)

are placed within regions S1 and S2, in which zero th-

order diffracted light beams and first-order diffracted

light beams of reflected far field pattern are

superimposed, when an objective lens displacement -

against the light receiving surface of a tracking servo

light detector 1 is generated. Furthermore, position;

adjusting light sensors (a) and (b)are placed in the'

center portion between the sensors (c) and (d) along the

orthogonal direction of these sensors and make a

position adjustment of the light detector 1 so that the

output error amplifiers 2 and 3, which amplify the output
v

.

difference of the sensors (c) and (d) and the sensors (a) and (b) becomes zero then, drive the
'

tracking servo with the output of the error amplifier 2 as TE signals. -
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the optical disk reader which detects a tracking-error signal with a push pull method As
opposed to the light-receiving side of the light sensitive cell for tracking servos When the inequality

of an optical axis arises between image formation optical system and error detection optical system,

while arranging the photosensor for tracking-error detection, respectively in 2 fields assumed that the

zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field

pattern from an optical disk Two photosensors for position detection divided by the segment which
connects the center of those photosensors to the central field between each aforementioned

photosensor are arranged. Adjustment fixation of the position of the light sensitive cell for tracking

servos is carried out to make the middle point of the aforementioned segment agree at the center of a

reflected light far field pattern with reference to each quantity of light detecting signal of the

photosensor for tracking-error detection, and the photosensor for position detection. The tracking-

error detection method in the optical disk reader characterized by detecting a tracking error using

each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for tracking-error detection.

[Claim 2] In the optical disk reader which detects a tracking-error signal with a push pull method As
opposed to the light-receiving side of the light sensitive cell for tracking servos When the inequality

of an optical axis arises between image formation optical system and error detection optical system,

while arranging the photosensor for tracking-error detection, respectively in 2 fields assumed that the

zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field

pattern from an optical disk The photosensor for position detection by which hyperfractionation was
carried out more than trichotomy is arranged in the central field between each aforementioned

photosensor. Adjustment fixation of the position of the light sensitive cell for tracking servos is

carried out to make the middle point of a segment to which the center of each photosensor for

tracking-error detection is connected with reference to the quantity of light detecting signal of each
photosensor for position detection agree at the center of a reflected light far field pattern. The
tracking-error detection method in the optical disk reader characterized by detecting a tracking error

using each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for tracking-error detection.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the tracking-error detection method in an optical

disk reader, and in the optical disk unit which detects a tracking-error (TE) signal by the push pull

method by the single beam, while detecting TE signal by high sensitivity, it aims at offering the

method which does not generate a direct current offset.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In order to maintain the framing error rate (FER) property of the

regenerative signal by the truck following error of a laser beam at below predetermined, the tracking-

servo (TS) system is incorporated, and after the disk has carried out eccentricity, even if it operates,

the laser beam of an optical pickup is made to trace correctly along a truck (1.6-micrometer interval)

in an optical disk reader. Although there are a single beam system and 3 beam methods as detection

method of this TE signal and there are various kinds of signal-processing methods also, in each

method further, about a pulley groove's existence check and efficiency for light utilization, it can be

called the method by composition with the simplest push pull method.

[0003] And optical composition as shows the optical disk reader at the time of applying the

aforementioned push pull method as an example to drawin g 4 may be adopted. In this drawing, after

the laser beam irradiated from the light source (laser diode) 51 passes a beam splitter (BS) 52, serves

as parallel light by the collimator lens 53 and passes 1/4 wavelength plate 54, it has a focus extracted

and connects the beam spot with an objective lens 55 to the reflector of the optical disk 56 which is

an information record medium. On the other hand, although the reflected light from an optical disk

56 returns from an objective lens 55 to BS52 through 1/4 wavelength plate 54 and a collimator lens

53 conversely Although BS52 is made to be shot ON to BS57 which was made to change 90 degrees

of angles of the return light, and adjoined and carries out incidence image formation of a part of the

incident light to the light sensitive cell 58 for regenerative-signal detection as it is in BS57, it makes
90 degrees of angles change further about a part of other incident lights, and carries out incidence to

the light sensitive cell 59 for TS.

[0004] By the push pull method, the aforementioned light sensitive cell 59 consisted of a 2 division

photodetector (PD), amplified the output difference of each photodiode C and D with the error

amplifier 60, and has acquired TE signal. Here, the principle of this method is explained in detail

using drawing 5 and drawing 6 . Although the reflected light from an optical disk 56 forms the far

field pattern 61 in the light-receiving side of a light sensitive cell 59 through the aforementioned

optical system from an objective lens 54 By forming groove (or pit) 62a in the front face of an

optical disk 56 The duplication fields (slash field) SI and S2 with the primary diffracted lights 64
and 65 at which carried out incidence to the zero-order diffracted light 63 directly reflected by the far

field pattern 61 by groove (or pit) 62a to land 62b, and the wave front turned are formed. And since

the quantity of light distribution, of the duplication fields SI a:nd S2 changes a lot by the interference

effect of the light by existence of groove (or pit) 62a, it can detect TE by arranging Photodiodes C
and D in each fields SI and S2. The quantity of light distribution of the light-receiving side of a light

sensitive cell 59 becomes symmetrical like [ as shown in (1) of drawing 6 , when the beam spot is in

the center position of groove (or pit) 62a ] a distribution curve (or when it is at the center of land

62b) 66, and TE signal is set to 0V. namely, on the other hand As shown in (2) of drawing 6 , when

http://www4.ipdljpo.gojp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 2003/11/12
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the beam spot is in the position which shifted from groove (or pit) 62a, it becomes unsymmetrical

like a distribution curve 67, and TE signal serves as EV (E!=0). Consequently, as shown in drawing

7 , along with movement of an optical pickup, TE signal will change focusing on OV, and the

position where TE signal becomes OV will show an on-truck and an off-track by turns.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, it is materialized on the assumption that the

optical axis of the aforementioned principle of the image formation optical system in drawing 4 and

error detection optical system corresponds completely, and if an inequality is in those opticals axis, a

direct current offset will occur to TE signal. For example, as shown in drawing 8 , when the

objective lens 55 is carrying out the variation rate (variation rate amount : omega) to the left or the

right from the neutral state (state which is in a regular position with optical system), the far field

pattern 61 will shift in respect of light-receiving of a light sensitive cell 59, and a direct current offset

will appear in TE signal. Moreover, if the disk 56 inclines from the orthotomic surface of the optical

axis of an objective lens 55. as shown in drawing 9 (tilt angle : theta), the optical axis of the reflected

light will shift and the same result will be caused. That is, as TE signal is shown in drawing 10 , it

comes to change focusing on offset voltage Vos, and the irradiation beam will be located at the

center of a truck even if the signal shows OV.

[0006] Furthermore, although the method of adjusting while it is necessary to double the center

(middle point of the parting line of Photodiodes C and D) of the 2 division PD with the center of a

far field pattern for making sensitivity of TE signal highland referring to the output of each

photodiodes C and D of a light sensitive cell 59 from the former is adopted Although it is easy to

double the center of a far field pattern on a parting line according to the method, it is difficult for you
to make it located in the middle point of the parting line. That is, if the center of a far field pattern is

on the aforementioned parting line, since each photodiodes C and D always serve as the same output,

it cannot ask to the middle point of a parting line, but when the optical axis of the reflected light and
the middle point of a parting line are not in agreement on a parting line, the sensitivity of a light

sensitive cell 59 will fall.

[0007] Then, this invention was created in the optical disk reader which detects TE signal by the

push pull method for the purpose of offering TE detection method which the light sensitive cell for

TS always detects TE signal by high sensitivity, and a direct current offset does not generate to the

TE signal.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the optical disk reader to which the 1st invention detects a

tracking-error signal with a push pull method As opposed to the light-receiving side of the light

sensitive cell for tracking servos When the inequality of an optical axis arises between image
formation optical system and error detection optical system, while arranging the photosensor for

tracking-error detection, respectively in 2 fields assumed that the zero-order diffracted light and the

primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field pattern from an optical disk Two
photosensors for position detection divided by the segment which connects the center of those

photosensors to the central field between each aforementioned photosensor are arranged. Adjustment
fixation of the position of the light sensitive cell for tracking servos is carried out to make the middle

point of the aforementioned segmejit agree at the center of a reflected light far field pattern with

reference to each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for tracking-error detection,

and the photosensor for position detection. The tracking-error detection method in the optical disk

reader characterized by detecting a tracking error using each quantity of light detecting signal of the

photosensor for tracking-error detection is started. •
.

[0009] Moreover, about the arrangement conditions of the photosensor for TE detection to the light-

receiving side of the light sensitive cell for TS, although the 2nd invention is the same as that of the

1st invention That by which hyperfractionation was carried out about the photosensor for position

detection more than trichotomy is made to arrange in the central field between the photosensors for

TE detection. Adjustment fixation of the position of the light sensitive cell for TS is carried out to

make the middle point of a segment to which the center of each photosensor for TE detection is

connected with reference to the quantity of light detecting signal of each photosensor for position

detection agree at the center of a reflected light far field pattern. TE detection method in the optical

http://www4.ipdljpo.gojp/cgi--bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 2003/11/12
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disk reader characterized by detecting TE using each quantity of light detecting signal of the

photosensor for TE detection is started.

[0010]

[Function] The middle point which faces adjusting the position of the light sensitive cell for TS in

the 1st invention, and starts in the arrangement direction of the sensor using the quantity of light

detecting signal of each photosensor for TE detection It can ask for the middle point which starts in

the direction which intersects perpendicularly in the aforementioned arrangement direction with

reference to each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for position detection, and the

highest sensitivity position (position equivalent to the center of symmetry of both photosensors for

TE detection) of the light sensitive cell for TS can be made to agree at the center of a far field

pattern.

[0011] In the 2nd invention, on the occasion of the aforementioned positioning, the photosensor for

TE detection does not use but adjusts the center of a far field pattern to the highest sensitivity

position only using the photosensor for position detection. Thatis, if each quantity of light detecting

signal of the photosensor for position detection more than trichotomy is used, positioning will be
possible [ it becomes possible to pinpoint the highest sensitivity position on a flat surface, and ],

without using the photosensor for TE detection.

[0012] And in both invention, since the sensor for TE detection is located in consideration of the

case where the far field pattern shifted by the variation rate of an objective lens, or the inclination of

an optical disk, or the optical axis of the reflected light shifts, in 2 fields assumed that the zero-order

diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap within a reflected light far field pattern, it

becomes possible by processing the signal of the photosensor for TE detection by the push pull

method to always detect only TE component. That is, it can prevent that a direct current offset arises

to TE signal.

[0013] '

'
"

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained using drawing 3 from drawing 1 .

Drawing 1 shows the plan and signal-detection circuit of the light sensitive cell for TS in the optical

disk reader concerning the 1st example. In this drawing, 1 is a light sensitive cell for TS, the

photosensors c and d for TE detection and the photosensors a and b for justification which are

photodiodes are arranged in. the light-receiving side, the output of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection is connected to the error amplifier 2, and the output of each photosensors a and b for

justification is connected to the error amplifier 3. Moreover, in drawing 1 , the direction of X-X
shows the truck transection direction by the optical relation with an optical disk flat surface, and the

direction of Y-Y shows the direction of a truck.

[0014] In this light sensitive cell 1 for TS, the arrangement relation of each photosensors c, d, a, and
b is as follows. If the displacement range of an objective lens and the inclination range of an optical

disk are assumed where the light sensitive cell 1 for TS is attached in a regular position, first, by
analyzing the optical system of an optical disk reader Although two fields SI and S2 which the zero-

order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field

pattern from an optical disk though the aforementioned variation rate and aforementioned inclination

in the range are on the light-receiving side can be assumed Each photosensors c and d for TE
detection are arranged in the two aforementioned fields SI and S2, respectively. In addition, in

drawing 1 , 4, and 5 and 6 show the pattern of the zero-order diffracted light and the primary

diffracted light, respectively.

.

[0015] On the other hand, the photosensors a and b for justification are arranged in the center section

of the field constituted among each aforementioned photosensors c and d for TE detection in the

mode divided by the segment which connects the center of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection.

[0016] In the optical disk reader shown in drawing 4 the light sensitive cell 1 for TS of drawing 1

instead of the conventional light sensitive cell 59 for TS Therefore, a tacking meal, If the position of

the light sensitive cell 1 for TS is adjusted so that each output of the error amplifier 2 and 3 may be
set to 0V in the state where the optical disk for adjustment with which a truck does not exist was
made to read The center of a reflected light far field pattern can be made to agree on the middle point

of a segment to which the center of each photosensors c and d for TE detection is connected, and it
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comes to be able to perform TE detection by the highest sensitivity. Namely, the output of the error

amplifier 2 can use the output of the error amplifier 3 as an adjustment signal of X shaft orientations

as an adjustment signal of Y shaft orientations. In the reflected light far field pattern of the optical

disk for adjustment, it becomes the maximum quantity of light at the center. And on a surrounding

concentric circle, since it is in a quantity of light distribution state which is decreased as it keeps

away from a center, the highest sensitivity will be obtained in the position where each output of the

error amplifier 2 and 3 becomes OV. In addition, as a concrete adjustment means, the position of the

light sensitive cell 1 for TS will be finely tuned using a justification fixture, measuring the output

voltage of the error amplifier 2 and 3 with a voltmeter or an oscilloscope.

[0017] Although fiill fixation of the light sensitive cell 1 for TS will be carried out in the state at the

assembly mechanism of an optical pickup and the usual optical disk will be read when positioning of

the light sensitive cell 1 for TS is completed as it is the above Since each photosensors c and d for

TE detection are arranged in each field SI and S2, respectively, As shown in drawing 3 , when an

objective lens 55 displaces right and left from a center valve position (N), it also sets to (L) and (R).

Each photosensors c and d for TE detection will exist in the position where the zero-order diffracted

light and the primary diffracted light in a reflected light far field pattern always overlap, and can

acquire TE signal with which a direct current offset always does not exist from the error amplifier 2.

This is the same also about the case where an optical disk 56 inclines like drawing 9 , and makes
possible exact tracking control by TE signal without a direct current offset.

[0018] Next, drawing 2 shows the plan and signal-detection circuit of the light sensitive cell for TS
concerning the 2nd example. In this drawing, 11 is a light sensitive cell for TS, and the photosensors

c and d for TE detection and the photosensors e, f, g, and h for justification which are photodiodes

are arranged in the light-receiving side. And although the output of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection is connected to the error amplifier 12 About the output of each photosensors e, f, g, and h .

for justification The output of Sensors g and h to an adder circuit 13 to an adder circuit 14 [ the

output of Sensors e and f ] The output of Sensors e and g is connected to an adder circuit 15, the

output,of Sensors f and h is connected to the adder circuit 16, and it has circuitry by which the output

of adder circuits 13 and 14 was connected to the error amplifier 17, and the output of adder circuits

15 and 16 was further connected to the error amplifier 18.

[0019] Moreover, although the arrangement relation of each photosensors, c, d, e 5 f, g, and h in this

light sensitive cell 1 1 for TS is the same as that of the case of the aforementioned example 1 about

the photosensors c and d for TE detection It is arranged in the field quadrisected by the segment

which connects the center of the photosensors c and d for TE detection, and the segment which

intersects perpendicularly at the middle point of the segment about the photosensors e, f, g, and h for

justification.

[0020] In this example, adjustment to the highest sensitivity position of the light sensitive cell 1 1 for

TS is performed only by the photosensors e, f, g, and h for justification, and the photosensors c and d

for TE detection are not used like an example 1 . The light sensitive cell 1 1 for TS in namely, the

state where it carried out [ tacking ], like the aforementioned example 1 If the output of each

photosensors e, f, g, and h for justification is set to Ve, Vf, Vg, and Vh Although Vx=(Ve+Vf)-
(Vg+Vh) is obtained from the error amplifier 17 as an adjustment signal of X shaft orientations and

Vy=(Ve+Vg)- (Vf+Vh) is obtained from the error amplifier 18 as an adjustment signal of Y shaft

orientations As for both sides, these adjustment signals Vx and Vy adjust the position of the light

sensitive cell 1 1 for TS so that it may be set to 0. And since the reflected light far field pattern of the

optical disk for adjustment presents the quantity of light distribution with the above symmetric

property, in the state of Vx=Vy=0, the center of a reflected light far field pattern can be made to

agree on the middle point of a segment to which the center of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection is connected, and TE detection by the highest sensitivity is attained by fixing the light

sensitive cell 1 1 for TS in the position. In addition, although quadrisection PD will be used for the

light sensitive cell 1 1 for TS in this example, if PD more than trichotomy is used theoretically, it is

possible to perform the aforementioned adjustment.

[0021] Moreover, since each photosensors c and d for TE detection are arranged in the field SI

where the zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap in consideration of the

variation rate of an objective lens 55, or the inclination of an optical disk 56, respectively, and S2
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when the usual optical disk 56 is read in this example, TE signal with which a direct current offset

always does not exist can be detected.

[0022]

[Effect of the Invention] The tracking-error detection method in the optical disk reader of this .

invention While carrying out easy [ of the positioning of the light sensitive cell for TS for setting TE
signal-detection sensitivity by the push pull method as the highest by having the above composition ]

By having prepared in 2 fields assumed that the zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted

light overlap within the reflected light far field pattern from an optical disk when the inequality of an

optical axis produces the sensor for TE detection between image formation optical system and error

detection optical system Even if the variation rate of an objective lens and the inclination of an

optical disk arise, it can prevent that a direct current offset occurs to TE signal, and exact tracking

control to an optical pickup is made possible.

[Translation done.]

.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the tracking-error detection method in an optical

disk reader,, and in the optical disk unit which detects a tracking-error (TE) signal by the push

pull method by the single beam, while detecting TE signal by high sensitivity, it aims at offering

the method which does not generate a direct current offset.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art] In order to maintain the framing error rate (FER) property of the

regenerative signal by the truck following error of a laser beam at below predetermined, the

tracking-servo (TS) system is incorporated, and after the disk has carried out eccentricity, even

if it operates, the laser beam of an optical pickup is made to trace correctly along a truck (1.6-

micrometer interval) in an optical disk reader. Although there are a single beam system and 3

beam methods as detection method of this TE signal and there are various kinds of signal-
,

processing methods also in each method further, about a pulley groove's existence check and
efficiency for light utilization, it can be called the method by composition with the simplest push

'

pull method.

[0003] And optical composition as shows the optical disk reader at the time of applying the

aforementioned push pull method as an example to drawing 4 may be adopted. In this drawing,

after the laser beam irradiated from the light source (laser diode) 51 passes a beam splitter (BS)

52, serves as parallel light by the collimator lens 53 and passes 1/4 wavelength plate 54, it has a

focus extracted and connects the beam spot with an objective lens 55 to the reflector of the

optical disk 56 which is an information record medium. On the other hand, although the reflected

light from an optical disk 56 returns from an objective lens 55 to BS52 through 1/4 wavelength

plate 54 and a collimator lens 53 conversely Although BS52 is made to be shot ON to BS57
which was made to change 90 degrees of angles of the return light, and adjoined and carries out

incidence image formation of a part of the incident light to the light sensitive cell 58 for

regenerative-signal detection as it is in BS57, it makes 90 degrees of angles change further

about a part of other incident lights, and carries out incidence to the light sensitive cell 59 for

TS.

[0004] By the push pull method, the aforementioned light sensitive cell 59 consisted of a 2

division photodetector (PD), amplified the output difference of each photodiode C and D with the

<error amplifier 60, and has acquired TE signal. Here, the principle of this method is explained in

detail using drawing 5 and drawing 6 . Although the reflected light from an optical disk 56 forms
the far field pattern 61 in the light-receiving side of a light sensitive cell 59 through the

aforementioned optical system from an objective lens 54 By forming groove (or pit) 62a in the

front face of an optical disk 56 The duplication fields (slash field) S1 and S2 with the primary

diffracted lights 64 and 65 at which carried out incidence to the zero-order diffracted light 63

directly reflected by the far field pattern 61 by groove (or pit) 62a to land 62b, and the wave
front turned are formed. And since the quantity of light distribution of the duplication fields S1

and S2 changes a lot by the interference effect of the light by existence of groove (or pit) 62a, it

can detect TE by arranging Photodiodes C and D in each fields S1 and S2. The quantity of light

distribution of the light-receiving side of a light sensitive cell 59 becomes symmetrical like [ as

shown in (1) of drawing 6 , when the beam spot is in the center position of groove (or pit) 62a ] a
'

distribution curve (or when it is at the center of land 62b) 66, and TE signal is set to 0V. namely,

on the other hand As shown in (2) of drawing 6 , when the beam spot is in the position which

shifted from groove (or pit) 62a, it becomes unsymmetrical like a distribution curve 67, and TE
signal serves as EV (E!=0). Consequently, as shown in drawing 7

, along with movement of an

optical pickup, TE signal will change focusing on 0V, and the position where TE signal becomes
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OV will show an on-truck and an off-track by turns. -

[Translation done.]
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention] The tracking-error detection method in the optical disk reader of this

invention, While carrying out easy [ of the positioning of the light sensitive cell for TS for setting
.

TE signal-detection sensitivity by the push pull method as the highest by having the above
composition ] By having prepared in 2 fields assumed that the zero-order diffracted light and the

primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field pattern from an optical disk

when the inequality of an optical axis produces the sensor for TE detection between image

formation optical system and error detection optical system Even if the variation rate of an

objective lens and the inclination of an optical disk arise, it can prevent that a direct current

offset occurs to TE signal, and exact tracking control to an optical pickup is made possible.

[Translation done.]
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TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, it is materialized on the assumption that the

optical axis of the aforementioned principle of the image formation optical system in drawing 4 and
error detection optical system corresponds completely, and if an inequality is in those opticals axis, a

direct current offset will occur to TE signal. For example, as shown in drawing 8 , when the

objective lens 55 is carrying out the variation rate (variation rate amount : omega) to the left or the -

right from the neutral state (state which is in a regular position with optical system), the far field

pattern 61 will shift in respect of light-receiving of a light sensitive cell 59, and a direct current offset

will appear in TE signal. Moreover, if the disk 56 inclines from the orthotomic surface of the optical

axis of an objective lens 55 as shown in drawing 9 (tilt angle : theta), the optical axis of the reflected

light will shift and the same result will be caused. That is, as TE signal is shown in drawing 10 , it

comes to change focusing on offset voltage Vos, and the irradiation beam will be located at the

center of a truck even if the signal shows 0V.
' [0006] Furthermore, although the method of adjusting while it is necessary to double the center

(middle point of the parting line of Photodiodes C and D) of the 2 division PD with the center of a

far field pattern for making sensitivity of TE signal high, and referring to the output of each

photodiodes C and D of a light sensitive cell 59 from the former is adopted Although it is easy to

double the center of a far field pattern on a parting line according to the method, it is difficult for you
to make it located in the middle point of the parting line. That is, if the center of a far field pattern is

on the aforementioned parting line, since each photodiodes C and D always serve as the same output,

it cannot ask to the middle point of a parting line, but when the optical axis of the reflected light and
the middle point of a parting line are not in agreement on a parting line, the sensitivity of a light

sensitive cell 59 will fall.

[0007] Then, this invention was created in the optical disk reader which detects TE signal by the

push pull method for the purpose of offering TE detection method which the light sensitive cell for

TS always detects TE signal by high sensitivity, and a direct current offset does not generate to the

TE signal. .

[Translation done.]
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MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the optical disk reader to which the 1st invention detects a

tracking-error signal with a push pull method As opposed to the light-receiving side of the light

sensitive cell for tracking servos When the inequality of an optical axis arises between image

formation optical system and error detection optical system, while arranging the photosensor for

tracking-error detection, respectively in 2 fields assumed that the zero-order diffracted light and

the primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field pattern from an optical disk

Two photosensors for position detection divided by the segment which connects the center of

those photosensors to the central field between each aforementioned photosensor are arranged.

Adjustment fixation of the position of the light sensitive cell for tracking servos is carried out to

make the middle point of the aforementioned segment agree at the center of a reflected light far

field pattern with reference to each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for

tracking-error detection, and the photosensor for position detection. The tracking-error

detection method in the optical disk reader characterized by detecting a tracking error using

each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for tracking-error detection is started.

[0009] Moreover, about the arrangement conditions of the photosensor for TE detection to the

light-receiving side of the light sensitive cell for TS, although the 2nd invention is the same as

that of the 1st invention That by which hyperfractionation was carried out about the

photosensor for position detection more than trichotomy is made to arrange in the central field

between the photosensors for TE detection. Adjustment fixation of the position of the light

sensitive cell for TS is carried out to make the middle point of a segment to which the center of

each photosensor for TE detection is connected with reference to the quantity of light detecting

signal of each photosensor for position detection agree at the center of a reflected light far field

pattern. TE detection method in the optical disk reader characterized by detecting TE using each
quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for TE detection is started:

[Translation done.]
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OPERATION

[Function] In the 1st invention, it faces adjusting the position of the light sensitive cell for TS,

and the quantity of light detecting signal of each photosensor for TE detection is used. It can

ask for the middle point which starts in the direction which intersects perpendicularly the middle

point which starts in the arrangement direction of the sensor in the aforementioned arrangement

direction with reference to each quantity of light detecting signal of the photosensor for position

.detection, and the highest sensitivity position (position equivalent to the center of symmetry of

both photosensors for TE detection) of the light sensitive cell for TS can be made to agree at

the center of a far field pattern.

[001 1] In the 2nd invention, on the occasion of the aforementioned positioning, the photosensor

for TE detection does not use but adjusts the center of a far field pattern to the highest

sensitivity position only using the photosensor for position detection. That is, if each quantity of

light detecting signal of the photosensor for position detection more than trichotomy is used,

positioning will be possible [ it becomes possible to pinpoint the highest sensitivity position on a

flat surface, and ], without using the photosensor for TE detection.

[0012] And in both invention, the case where the far field pattern shifted by the variation rate of

. an objective lens or the inclination of an optical disk, or the optical axis of the reflected light

shifts is taken into consideration. Since the sensor for TE detection is located in 2 fields

assumed that the zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap within a

reflected light far field pattern, it becomes possible by processing the signal of the photosensor

for TE detection by the push pull method to always detect only TE component. That is, it can

prevent that a direct current offset arises to TE signal.

[Translation done.]
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EXAMPLE

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained using drawing 3 from drawing 1 .

Drawing 1 shows the plan and signal-detection circuit of the light sensitive cell for TS in the optical

disk reader concerning the 1st example. In this drawing, 1 is a light sensitive cell for TS, the

photosensors c and d forTE detection and the photosensors a and b for justification which are

photodiodes are arranged in the light-receiving side, the output of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection is connected to the error amplifier 2, and the output of each photosensors a and b for

justification is connected to the error amplifier 3. Moreover, in drawing 1 , the direction of X-X
shows the truck transection direction by the optical relation with an optical disk flat surface, and the

direction of Y-Y shows the direction of a truck. .

[0014] In this light sensitive cell 1 for TS, the arrangement relation of each photosensors c, d, a, and

b is as follows. If the displacement range of an objective lens and the inclination range of an optical

disk are assumed where the light sensitive cell 1 for TS is attached in a regular position, first, by
analyzing the optical system of an optical disk reader Although two fields SI and S2 which the zero-

order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap within the reflected light far field

pattern from an optical disk though the aforementioned variation rate and aforementioned inclination

in the range are on the light-receiving side can be assumed Each photosensors c and d for TE
detection are arranged in the two aforementioned fields SI and S2, respectively. In addition, in

drawing 1 , 4, and 5 and 6 show the pattern of the zero-order diffracted light and the primary

diffracted light, respectively.

.

[0015] On the other hand, the photosensors a and b for justification are arranged in the center section

of the field constituted among each aforementioned photosensors c and d for TE detection in the

mode divided by the segment which connects the center of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection.

[0016] In the optical disk reader shown in drawing 4 the light sensitive cell 1 for TS of drawing 1

instead of the conventional light sensitive cell 59 for TS Therefore, a tacking meal, If the position of

the light sensitive cell 1 for TS is adjusted so that each output of the error amplifier 2 and 3 may be

set to 0V in the state where the optical disk for adjustment with which a truck does not exist was
made to read The center of a reflected light far field pattern can be made to agree on the middle point

of a segment to which the center of each photosensors c and d for TE detection is connected, and it >
-

comes to be able to perform TE detection by the highest sensitivity. Namely, the output of the error

amplifier 2 can use the output of the error amplifier 3 as an adjustment signal of X shaft orientations

as an adjustment signal of Y shaft orientations. In the reflected light far field pattern of the optical

disk for adjustment, it becomes the maximum quantity of light at the center. And on a surrounding

concentric circle, since it is in a quantity of light distribution state which is decreased as it keeps

away from a center, the highest sensitivity will be obtained in the position where each output of the

error amplifier 2 and 3 becomes 0V. In addition, as a concrete adjustment means, the position of the

light sensitive cell 1 for TS will be finely tuned using a justification fixture, measuring the output

voltage of the error amplifier 2 and 3 with a voltmeter or an oscilloscope.

[0017] Although full fixation of the light sensitive cell 1 for TS will be carried out in the state at the

assembly mechanism of an optical pickup and the usual optical disk will be read when positioning of

the light sensitive cell 1 for TS is. completed as it is the above Since each photosensors c and d for

TE detection are arranged in each field SI and S2, respectively, As shown in drawing 3 , when an
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objective lens 55 displaces right and left from a center valve position (N), it also sets to (L) and (R).

Each photosensors c and d for TE detection will exist in the position where the zero-order diffracted

light and the primary diffracted light in a reflected light far field pattern always overlap, and can

acquire TE signal with which a direct current offset always does not exist from the error amplifier 2.

This is the same also about the case where an optical disk 56 inclines like drawing 9 , and makes

possible exact tracking control by TE signal without a direct current offset.

[0018] Next, drawing 2 shows the plan and signal-detection circuit.of the light sensitive cell for TS
concerning the 2nd example. In this drawing, 1 1 is a light sensitive cell for TS, and the photosensors

c and d for TE detection and the photosensors e, f, g, and h for justification which are photodiodes

are arranged in the light-receiving side. And although the output of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection is connected to the error amplifier 12 About the output of each photosensors e, f, g, and h

for justification The output of Sensors g and h to an adder circuit 13 to an adder circuit 14 [ the

output of Sensors e and f ] The output of Sensors e and g is connected to an adder circuit 15, the

output of Sensors f and h is connected to the adder circuit 16, and it has circuitry by which the output

of adder circuits 13 and 14 wasxonnected to the error amplifier 17, and the output of adder circuits

15 and 16 was further connected to the error amplifier 18.

[0019] Moreover, although the arrangement relation of each photosensors c, d, e, f, g, and h in this

light sensitive cell 11 for TS is the same as that of the case of the aforementioned example 1 about

the photosensors c and d for TE detection It is arranged in the field quadrisected by the segment

which connects the center of the photosensors c and d for TE detection, and the segment which

intersects perpendicularly at the middle point of the segment about the photosensors e, f, g, and h for

justification.

[0020] In this example, adjustment to the highest sensitivity position of the light sensitive cell 11 for

TS is performed only by the photosensors e, f, g, and h for justification, and the photosensors c and d

for TE detection are not used like an example 1. The light sensitive cell 1 1 for TS in namely, the

state where it carried out
[
tacking ], like the aforementioned example 1 If the output of each

photosensors, e, f, g, and h for justification is set to Ve, Vf, Vg, and Vh Although Vx=(Ve+Vf)-
(Vg+Vh) is obtained from the error amplifier 17 as an adjustment signal of X shaft orientations and
Vy=(Ve+Vg)- (Vf+Vh) is obtained from the error amplifier 18 as, an adjustment signal of Y shaft

orientations As for both sides, these adjustment signals Vx and Vy adjust the position of the light

sensitive cell 1 1 for TS so that it may be set to 0. And since the reflected light far field pattern of the

optical disk for adjustment presents the quantity of light distribution with the above symmetric

property, in the state of Vx=Vy=0, the center of a reflected light far field pattern can be made to

agree on the middle point of a segment to which the center of each photosensors c and d for TE
detection is connected, and TE detection by the highest sensitivity is attained by fixing the light

sensitive cell 11 for TS in the position. In addition, although quadrisection PD will be used for the

light sensitive cell 1 1 for TS in this example, if PD more than trichotomy is used theoretically, it is

possible to perform the aforementioned adjustment.

[0021] Moreover, since each photosensors c and d for TE detection are arranged in the field SI

where the zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light overlap in consideration of the

variation rate of an objective lens 55, or the inclination of an optical disk 56, respectively, and S2
when the usual optical disk 56 is read in this example, TE signal with which a direct current offset

always does not exist can be detected.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings] -

[Drawing 1] It is the plan arid signal-detection circuit of the light sensitive cell for TS corresponding

to the 1st example concerning the tracking-error detection method in the optical disk reader of this

invention. ...
[Drawing 2] It is the plan and signal-detection circuit of the light sensitive cell for TS corresponding

to the 2nd example.

[Drawing 3] When an objective lens displaces, it is drawing showing the physical relationship of the

reflected light far field pattern constituted by the light-receiving side of the light sensitive cell for

TS, and the photosensor for TE signal detections.

[Drawing 4] It is drawing showing the optical composition of the optical disk reader at the time of

applying a push pull method to detection of TE signal.

[Drawing 5] It is drawing showing TE signal-detection principle by the push pull method,

. prawing 6] It is drawing showing TE signal-detection principle by the push pull method.

[Drawing 7] It is the graph which shows change (state without generating of a direct current offset)

ofTE signal corresponding to movement of an optical pickup.

[Drawing 8] It is drawing showing the mode of change of the reflected light far field pattern

constituted by the light-receiving side of the light sensitive cell for TS at the time of displacing an

objective lens.

[Drawing 9] It is drawing showing the mode of change of the reflected light far field pattern

constituted by the light-receiving side of the light sensitive cell for TS at the time of inclining an

optical disk.

[Drawing 10] It is the graph which shows change (direct-current-offset generating state) of TE signal

corresponding to movement of an optical pickup.

[Description of Notations]

1 11 [
~ A zero-order diffracted-light pattern, 5, a 6-primary diffracted-light pattern 13, 14, 15, 16 /

- An adder circuit, a, b, e, f, g, h / - The photosensor for justification, c, the photosensor for d—TE
detection, SI, S2 / - Field where the zero-order diffracted light and the primary diffracted light

always overlap. ] - The light sensitive cell for TS, 2, 3, 12, 17, 18 - Error amplifier, 4 .
'

.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES*

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 5]
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[Translation done.]
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